
2018 Primetime Emmy® Awards Ballot

Outstanding Period Costumes

Alias Grace

Part 1
November 03, 2017

Young American doctor Simon Jordan arrives at Canada's Kingston Penitentiary to study the perplexing
mind of Grace Marks, a convicted murderer.

The Alienist

A Fruitful Partnership
January 29, 2018

The investigation heats up when Sara (Dakota Fanning) obtains a clue and Kreizler (Daniel Brühl) tries
to connect evidence left behind by the killer. Kreizler informs Moore (Luke Evans), Sara, Marcus
(Douglas Smith) and Lucius (Matthew Shear) they all will work together as a team to catch the killer.

The Americans

Dead Hand
March 28, 2018

Season 6 premiere of THE AMERICANS: it’s autumn, 1987, and as a major arms control summit looms,
Elizabeth is pushed to her limits as never before. Philip, meanwhile, has settled into running the newly
expanded travel agency – until an unexpected visitor makes a disquieting request.

Another Period

Sex Nickelodeon
March 06, 2018

When Beatrice becomes a famous pornographic actress, a jealous Lillian tries to achieve her own
notoriety. An Italian family moves in next door. Victor and Albert join the police force to keep an eye on
their new neighbors.

The Crown

Dear Mrs. Kennedy
December 08, 2017

Inspired by Jackie Kennedy and against her government's wishes, Elizabeth takes an unconventional
approach to resolving an issue with Ghana.



The Deuce

What Kind Of Bad?
October 08, 2017

Vincent weighs Rudy’s latest offer; Darlene completes a mission for Larry Brown; Sandra presses Alston
for help with her story; Paul seeks freedom from police harassment; Candy reaches her breaking point
on the street.

The Durrells In Corfu (Masterpiece)

Episode Three
October 29, 2017

Keeley Hawes stars as an intrepid widow who decamps from dreary England to a sun-dappled Greek
island with her four children. A birthday party for Louisa gets her brooding about her age. Leslie takes
up fashion photography. Gerry wears out another tutor. Vasilia offers Louisa a diabolical deal.

Final Vision

December 10, 2017

The true-life story of crime author Joe McGinniss's journey to write "Fatal Vision," his book about Jeffrey
MacDonald, Green Beret doctor who's accused of slaying his pregnant wife and their two daughters in
the early 1970s. Capturing the era and what MAY or MAY NOT have happened.

Genius: Picasso

Chapter One
April 24, 2018

Pablo Picasso (Antonio Banderas) confronts the threat of fascism in Spain, and Young Pablo rejects
traditional painting to search for his own voice.

GLOW

Money's In The Chase
June 23, 2017

On the day of the big taping, Sam attends to unfinished personal business, while Ruth scrambles to
make last-minute changes to the lineup.

Godless

The Ladies Of La Belle
November 22, 2017

La Belle wrestles with an all-or-nothing offer. Bill seeks a dangerous way to prove himself, and Frank
shares a story with a captive audience.

Halt And Catch Fire

Search
October 14, 2017

Donna celebrates a milestone with her closest allies; Cameron contemplates saying goodbye; Joe
confronts an uncertain future.



Hap And Leonard: The Two-Bear Mambo

The Two-Bear Mambo
March 07, 2018

Leonard lands himself in jail for burning down his neighbor's crack house. Hap makes a deal with Lt.
Hanson: he'll go to Grovetown, a notorious Klan town, to find a missing Florida Grange if Hanson lets
Leonard out of jail.

Howards End

Episode 3
April 22, 2018

Margaret receives an offer from Henry which changes her plans significantly. Helen is incensed by the
fate of the struggling Basts. In a dramatic encounter at Evie Wilcox’s wedding the three families collide
and Henry’s past is revealed.

I'm Dying Up Here

My Rifle, My Pony And Me
July 23, 2017

Goldie learns she may have misjudged her relationship with Eli. Eddie helps Cassie hone her material,
but with some ulterior motives. Ralph and Edgar's unforgettable road trip ends badly. Bill helps Nick
with a problem from his past.

Knightfall

Do You See The Blue?
February 07, 2018

Vastly outnumbered, the Templars must fight for their lives in a battle with the Red Knights.

The Last Tycoon

Oscar, Oscar, Oscar
July 28, 2017

Brady makes a drastic decision to save the studio causing a rift in his relationship with Stahr. Monroe
and Kathleen grapple with the emotional fallout of her dark deception. Rose forges a new path in life.
Celia takes a lesson from her father. Max's indiscretion comes back to haunt him.

Little Women

Part Two
May 20, 2018

As Marmee waits by her husband’s sickbed, the March sisters must learn to cope without their parents.
A year passes and sees new additions to the March family. Jo moves to New York to pursue her writing,
but there is worry all around as Beth’s health and spirits flag.

The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel

The Disappointment Of The Dionne Quintuplets
November 29, 2017

Midge begins to move on from her once perfect life. Susie shows Midge the ropes while going on a tour
of New York comedy clubs. Rose takes a bit too much pleasure in Midge's new living arrangements.



Mindhunter

Episode 1
October 13, 2017

In 1977, frustrated FBI hostage negotiator Holden Ford finds an unlikely ally in veteran agent Bill Tench
and begins studying a new class of murderer.

Outlander

Freedom & Whisky
October 08, 2017

Claire discovers that Jamie is still alive in the past, but faces the heartbreaking dilemma that to return
to her husband, she must leave her daughter Brianna behind. With Brianna’s blessing, Claire travels to
the 18th Century, entering a print shop where she finally reunites with Jamie

Passing Notes (Lore)

October 13, 2017

In 19th century America, at the height of the spiritualist movement, Reverend Phelps, started
questioning his own beliefs, due to the unexplained hauntings plaguing his Connecticut home. He
became fascinated by the occult and spiritualism by conducting amateur seances, and in March of 1850
inadvertently summoned a rather bad apple.

Patrick Melrose

Never Mind
May 19, 2018

At the family’s house in the South of France, young Patrick has the run of the grounds. His father rules
with cruelty and his mother has retreated into self-medication and booze. They are expecting guests,
but today is unlike previous days and the events that precede tear Patrick's world apart.

Peaky Blinders

The Company
December 21, 2017

During the boxing match, Arthur follows a hunch. Tommy is inspired by some words of wisdom from
Alfie Solomons and gets valuable intel from Jessie.

Picnic At Hanging Rock

Episode 1.01
May 25, 2018

Late 19th century, Hester Appleyard arrives in Australia, haunted by a secret past. Now in the new
world, she establishes a successful school for young ladies. But on Valentine’s Day, 1900, the
headmistress allows her pupils to picnic at Hanging Rock where something unthinkable happens.

Snowfall

seven-four
August 09, 2017

Franklin’s indecision causes issues at Jerome’s 4th of July BBQ. Teddy and Alejandro are stranded.
Lucia’s family vets Gustavo.



Stranger Things

Chapter Two: Trick Or Treat, Freak
October 27, 2017

After Will sees something terrible on trick-or-treat night, Mike wonders whether Eleven's still out there.
Nancy wrestles with the truth about Barb.

The Terror

A Mercy
April 10, 2018

With the end of their foodstuffs in sight, and no signs of a thaw, the expedition's officers accept the
harrowing reality that their best chance of survival may lie in an eight-hundred mile walk out. A plan is
hatched to raise their spirits before the captains deliver this dismaying news.

Timeless

Hollywoodland
March 25, 2018

When a Rittenhouse sleeper agent in 1941 Hollywood steals the only copy of Citizen Kane, the group
teams up with Hedy Lamarr to get it back. Hedy Lamarr is not only a glamorous movie star but also a
scientific wizard whose discoveries led to the invention of Wi-Fi.

Transparent

Born Again
September 22, 2017

Maura revisits the night that Ali was born. Davina recalls memories of her youth and comes to terms
with her troubled relationship with Sal. Davina and Maura each make a deal with God.

Trust

John, Chapter 11
April 29, 2018

When a gruesome discovery is made, the Getty family fears the worst.

TURN: Washington's Spies

Washington's Spies
August 12, 2017

The fate of the Culper Ring is revealed; the American War of Independence comes to an end; a settling
of accounts between shadows and spies; America struggles to begin.

Victoria (Masterpiece)

February 25, 2018

It’s Christmastime at the palace and Albert is intent on recreating the holiday joy he remembers from
his youth. Victoria gets more than one surprise visitor and finds herself threatened by a relative.
Meanwhile, the festive spirit sparks romantic tension throughout the palace.



Vikings

The Plan
December 13, 2017

Guided by Bishop Heahmund’s visions, the Saxons devise a battle plan. Ivar the Boneless strategizes on
his own as the Vikings undergo increasing pressure. Bjorn Ironside finds himself in a new territory and
must convince the local commander he is a trader and not a raider.

Wet Hot American Summer: Ten Years Later

Rain
August 04, 2017

As a storm lashes the camp, tensions between lovers and rivals boil over, and Vic's date takes a turn for
the weird.

Wormwood

Chapter 1: Suicide Revealed
December 15, 2017

In 1953, Army scientist Frank Olson takes a fatal plunge from a hotel window. In 1975, a bombshell
report ties his death to a top-secret experiment.

Young Sheldon

Killer Asteroids, Oklahoma, And A Frizzy Hair Machine
March 29, 2018

Sheldon becomes disillusioned with science after not winning first place in the high school Science Fair.
Sheldon takes up acting only to get the lead in the school play. Sheldon shows himself to be a very
talented actor until he his overwhelmed with stage fright!

End of Category



Outstanding Fantasy/Sci-Fi Costumes

Altered Carbon

The Killers
February 02, 2018

As a cornered Kovacs braces for a final showdown in the sky, a new hero emerges and more buried
secrets come to light.

Ash vs Evil Dead

The Mettle Of Man
April 29, 2018

The Ghostbeaters are put to the ultimate test to defeat a global demon infestation whose epicenter is
Elk Grove. Ash, Pablo, Kelly and Brandy gear up for battle one last time to save the world!

Autofac (Philip K. Dick’s Electric Dreams)

January 12, 2018

Society has collapsed, but a massive, automatic product-manufacturing plant continues to operate
according to the principles of consumerism. When a small band of humans decide to shut down the
factory for good, they discover they may actually be the perfect consumers after all.

Black Lightning

Sins Of The Father: The Book Of Redemption
March 27, 2018

After the latest killing, Black Lightning works to clear his name and hunt down those involved in the
death of his father.

Blood Drive

The F**king Cop
June 14, 2017

When Officer Arthur Bailey investigates Heart Enterprises, he is forced into a cross-country race for his
life. Grace d'Argento, a kick-ass killer who races a blood-fueled Camaro, becomes his unwilling partner.
Officer Christopher Carpenter investigates Arthur's disappearance.

Fahrenheit 451

May 19, 2018

In an alternate tomorrow, fireman Montag burns books for a living. Under the guidance of his mentor
Beatty, Montag represses intellectual thought and battles terrorists who want to preserve freedom,
culture and history. Influenced by renegade Clarisse, Montag begins to question all he believes. Based
on Ray Bradbury’s Fahrenheit 451.

Game Of Thrones

Beyond The Wall
August 20, 2017

Jon and the Brotherhood hunt the dead. Arya confronts Sansa. Tyrion thinks about the future.



The Handmaid's Tale

Seeds
May 16, 2018

Offred spirals as a Gilead ceremony disrupts her relationship with Nick. Janine tries to adjust to life in
the Colonies, jeopardizing her friendship with Emily.

Into The Badlands

Chamber Of Shadows
June 17, 2018

Sunny and Bajie arrive at Pilgrim's Fortress, only to face an angry M.K. The Widow enlists Gaius. Moon
and Lydia rally the troops.

Krypton

Transformation
May 02, 2018

After the failed coup, Daron is ordered to punish the conspirators. Lyta and Dev go in search of Jayna
but get more than they bargained for.

Legends Of Tomorrow

Crisis On Earth X: Part 4
November 28, 2017

The Legends team joins forces with Team Flash, Arrow, and Supergirl to celebrate the wedding of Barry
Allen and Iris West. When the ceremony is crashed by evil doppelgangers from Earth-X, the superheroes
must come together to prevent these alternate timeline supervillains from taking over.

Legion

Chapter 12
April 24, 2018

David is tested. And tested. And tested.

Lost In Space

Impact
April 13, 2018

On the way to a space colony, a crisis sends the Robinsons hurtling towards an unfamiliar planet, where
they struggle to survive a harrowing night.

The Magicians

A Life In The Day
February 07, 2018

Julia helps Alice navigate a personal crisis. Margo makes a sacrifice for her kingdom. Quentin and Eliot
have an adventure.



Marvel's The Defenders

Take Shelter
August 18, 2017

Elektra's loyalties are questioned, Colleen clashes with an old acquaintance, and Luke proves he knows
how to take a hit.

Once Upon A Time

The Eighth Witch
December 15, 2017

When Drizella threatens the realm with a dark curse, Henry and Ella take extreme actions to protect
Lucy and the others. Meanwhile, Gothel earns the trust of Anastasia and the consequences of their
budding relationship could prove to be fatal.

Once Upon A Time

Flower Child
April 27, 2018

A tale of prejudice and intolerance. A mix of worlds, Nymphs who live as one with Mother Nature,
Humans from the past who fear all magic and live in synthetic excess, and then the present, where all
three worlds are about to collide.

The Orville

Command Performance
September 17, 2017

Alara must take command of the Orville when Ed and Kelly end up imprisoned in a replica of their old
home.

A Series Of Unfortunate Events

The Vile Village: Part 1
March 30, 2018

Mr. Poe brings the Baudelaires to V.F.D., a bird-loving village with an Old West vibe. Jacques and Olivia
continue their search for the Quagmires.

Star Trek: Discovery

What’s Past Is Prologue
January 28, 2018

Lorca plans to move forward with a coup against the Emperor, propelling Burnham to make a quick
decision to save not only herself, but the U.S.S. Discovery.

The Strain

Belly Of The Beast
August 13, 2017

Fet and Quinlan are hot on the trail of a convoy carrying their prized nuclear weapon. Eph and Alex
search for clues to uncover the Master’s plan for the ultimate fate of the human race. Dutch is trapped
by a familiar enemy, yet encounters an old friend as well.



The Tick

The End Of The Beginning (Of The Start Of The Dawn Of The Age Of Superheroes)
August 25, 2017

The Tick and Arthur find themselves on a final collision course with The Terror as he attempts to bring
his evil plans to fruition.

USS Callister (Black Mirror)

December 29, 2017

Capt. Robert Daly presides over his crew with wisdom and courage. But a new recruit will soon discover
nothing on this spaceship is what it seems.

Westworld

Akane No Mai
May 20, 2018

Maeve finds a new voice. Dolores and Teddy face the realities of a future together.

End of Category



Outstanding Contemporary Costumes

American Horror Story: Cult

Holes
October 03, 2017

Beverly's journalistic integrity is called into question. Kai plans to broadcast a gruesome murder
committed by the cult. Ally's phobias reach a new low.

American Housewife

The Spring Gala
May 16, 2018

When things start to fall apart at the last minute, Katie figures out a new way to make the spring gala a
success. Meanwhile, Greg attempts to be a “fun dad” and winds up adopting a dog while Katie is
occupied with the gala.

The Arrangement

Suite Revenge
May 13, 2018

While Megan comes to a decision about her relationship with Kyle, Kyle makes a move that could upend
his entire life. Terence and DeAnn move forward with a plan that could change everything.

Arrested Development

Premature Independence
May 29, 2018

As the Second of July parade approaches, Sally steps up her campaign against Lindsay while the Bluths
again struggle to keep their stories straight.

The Assassination Of Gianni Versace: American Crime Story

The Man Who Would Be Vogue
January 17, 2018

The murder of Gianni Versace turns the eyes of world onto Miami Beach.

Atlanta

Teddy Perkins
April 05, 2018

Darius is trippin in this one. Y'all know I woulda been left.

Atypical

The Silencing Properties Of Snow
August 11, 2017

After a disastrous dinner with Paige's family, Sam makes amends at the school dance. Casey's fury at
her mom affects her relationship with Evan.



Barry

Chapter Seven: Loud, Fast And Keep Going
May 06, 2018

A deadly shootout at the airstrip forces Barry to make a difficult decision, and threatens his
participation in Sally’s big stage moment, compromising her chance to impress another Hollywood
agent. Pazar blames Fuches for convincing him to declare war on Cristobal Sifuentes, a ruthless yet
civilized Bolivian drug lord.

Baskets

A Night At The Opera
February 13, 2018

Chip incorporates a San Joaquin Valley earthiness into his clown routine.

Better Things

White Rock
November 16, 2017

Sam and the girls go on a trip.

Billions

Hell Of A Ride
April 15, 2018

Axe entertains the new arena of venture philanthropy and looks to neutralize old accomplices.
Connerty’s scrutiny of Chuck intensifies. Chuck tries to reconcile with his father. Wags pursues an
intensely personal real estate acquisition.

black-ish

Juneteenth
October 03, 2017

The Johnsons go to a school play about Columbus Day, and Dre is dismayed by the historically
inaccurate way that the holiday is portrayed. He feels like there aren't enough black holidays, so he
enlists Aloe Blacc to help raise awareness for a holiday worth celebrating: Juneteenth.

The Blacklist

Greyson Blaise (No. 37)
October 04, 2017

Liz and the Task Force join Reddington on an international adventure in pursuit of a billionaire who
moonlights as a high end art thief. Meanwhile, Dembe chases a lead and Tom seeks outside help in
identifying the remains in the suitcase.

Broad City

Florida
November 08, 2017

A trip to the Sunshine State makes Abbi and Ilana reconsider their lives in New York City.



Brockmire

Platoon Player
May 02, 2018

Charles needs the night off for his birthday. Tensions arise when Jim shows up at Charles’ dinner and
meets his judgmental family.

Champions

Pilot
March 08, 2018

CHAMPIONS focuses on former high school sports star Vince (Anders Holm), who must raise his
estranged theater-kid son, Michael (J.J. Totah), above the gym he owns with his sweet, naïve younger
brother, Matthew (Andy Favreau).

The Chi

Pilot
February 07, 2018

A fateful turn of events sends shockwaves through a community on the Southside of Chicago and
connects the lives of Emmett, Brandon, Ronnie and Kevin in unexpected ways.

The Chi

The Whistle
February 25, 2018

Brandon compromises his employment by defending a co-worker who steals from the restaurant.
Emmett spends an eye-opening day with Quentin. At the roller rink, Kevin tries to get Andrea’s
attention.

Claws

Self Portrait
July 16, 2017

The ladies go to their new, fancy salon for the first time; Desna and her crew decide to compete in
Florida's premiere nail design competition for a big cash prize; Virginia feels left out; Jennifer finds out
an agonizing secret of Desna's.

Claws

Tirana
June 11, 2017

A look at the life and crimes of five women who work at a Florida nail salon. Amidst painting hooves and
dreaming of a better life, the women find themselves entangled in a money laundering scheme with the
Dixie Mafia.

Cobra Kai

Esqueleto
May 02, 2018

Johnny tries to recruit more students to join the dojo. Troubled by his daughter’s friends, Daniel
chaperones her high school costume dance. Johnny takes Miguel’s training seriously and starts creating
a badass.



Collateral

Episode 2
March 09, 2018

Glaspie and Bilk uncover a promising lead while MI5 gets involved. Under political pressure, David
reveals Linh's secrets. Shaw endures a fresh trauma.

The Commuter (Philip K. Dick’s Electric Dreams)

January 12, 2018

Ed's getting tired of his lot in life but after he encounters a mysterious woman who sets him on a
journey to Macon Heights, a town that doesn't exist, he'll return home to find his life has changed for
the better, but at the ultimate cost.

Corporate

Society Tomorrow
February 28, 2018

As the staff obsesses over a prestige TV show, Jake resists their attempts to force him to watch, while
Matt's life starts to eerily echo the events of the series.

Counterpart

The Crossing
December 10, 2017

Howard Silk (J.K. Simmons) discovers the truth about where he works. The Office of Interchange
searches for an assassin.

Crazy Ex-Girlfriend

Josh's Ex Girlfriend Wants Revenge
October 13, 2017

Rebecca Bunch has disappeared - the whole town of West Covina turns into an medieval fantasy as the
characters search for their lost friend. Rebecca returns - ready to seek revenge on the man who
betrayed her. Rebecca's girlfriends sing "Let's Generalize about Men" hoping to understand their
emotions.

Curb Your Enthusiasm

Fatwa!
December 03, 2017

Larry plans a paintball game for the cast of Fatwa! the same day as Sammi’s wedding. Lin’s eccentric
cousins stay at Larry’s house, and Larry feels he wasn’t properly thanked. Larry and Lin duel with paint
guns and Larry accidentally shoots Lin in the throat, putting an end to “Fatwa!”

Dear White People

Chapter V
May 04, 2018

Tired of living in Sam's shadow, Joelle strikes up a flirtation with a student outside the A-P circle who
treats her like a queen.



Divorce

Alone Again, Naturally
March 04, 2018

Season finale. Robert and Jackie move toward a new step in their real estate business. Frances faces the
fallout of a successful opening at her gallery, and enlists Robert's help with a home repair project. A
returned favor from Frances sets Diane on a bender, which haunts her at another eventful party.

Dynasty

Promises You Can't Keep
January 31, 2018

While the Carringtons host a lavish Casino Night party, Cristal and Blake's marriage is put to the test
when an explosive secret from Blake's (Grant Show) past surfaces. Meanwhile, Fallon (Elizabeth Gillies)
must reconsider her behavior as she attempts to fix a professional blunder by accepting an indecent
proposal...

Empire

Slave To Memory
December 13, 2017

Cookie and Lucious devise a plan to take down Diana Dubois and her family once and for all. André
recovers in the hospital, Shine tries desperately to protect his secret and Eddie Barker is concluding his
tenure at Empire. Amidst the chaos, someone’s life hangs in the balance.

The End Of The F***ing World

Episode 4
January 05, 2018

Alyssa begins to see James in a new light as they scramble to cover their tracks and alter their
appearance after a harrowing night.

Episodes

Episode 7
October 08, 2017

Sean and Beverly learn that Matt has passed on the new show they created for him. Now they must
figure out what lies ahead for their careers. Carol pursues her lawsuit against Helen and the network but
an encounter may take her life in an unexpected direction. Series finale.

Everything Sucks!

I Just Wanna Be Anybody
February 16, 2018

The Boring High crew takes an emotionally exhausting trip to California to shoot a scene for the movie ...
minus one important member.

The Exorcist

Darling Nikki
November 10, 2017

Visiting the foster home carries deadly consequences as Marcus and Father Tomas draw the demon from
hiding. Rose is the target of the demon's wrath. No one suspects danger's lurking in the woods, awaiting
its moment to strike. Father Bennett and Mouse hunt down an old adversary.



Fear The Walking Dead

Another Day In The Diamond
April 22, 2018

A troubled survivor finds allies in an unexpected place; the life Madison has fought to build comes under
threat.

For The People

18 Miles Outside Of Roanoke
March 27, 2018

Sandra and Kate go head-to-head on a high-profile case involving a young woman accused of leaking
classified information. Allison struggles to make a case for her client as the courts look to new
technology to avoid bias, and Leonard seeks professional legitimacy at the cost of a personal
relationship.

Friends From College

Second Wedding
July 14, 2017

Tensions flare, suspicions grow and mics drop at a lavish wedding reception, where Ethan takes his new
persona out for a spin.

Get Shorty

The Pitch
August 13, 2017

Miles Daly (Chris O’Dowd), muscle for a Nevada crime ring desperate to win back his wife and daughter,
travels to Los Angeles to collect on a debt from an aspiring screenwriter – whose script inspires Miles to
give Hollywood a shot.

Ghosted

Haunted Hayride
December 03, 2017

When a young girl goes missing at a haunted hayride, Max and Leroy go undercover to determine if it
was a paranormal act or just a publicity stunt. Meanwhile, Barry brainstorms ways to “bro-bond” with
Max and Leroy in the all-new “Haunted Hayride.”

The Girlfriend Experience

Bria: Admitting
November 05, 2017

Bria Jones, a former GFE, enters the witness protection program in order to escape an abusive
relationship. When she is relocated to a small town in New Mexico, she finds the GFE world beckoning
her once again.



Girlfriends' Guide To Divorce

Episode 401: Rule #776: The Cat Is Always On The Roof
August 17, 2017

Abby (Edelstein) and Barbara (Retta) launch their blog, and look for influencers to drive traffic. Delia’s
efforts at Legal Aid send her on a stakeout with a new colleague. Phoebe becomes more involved with a
new friend, at the expense of her marriage. Jo consummates her flirtation with Bald Eagle.

The Good Doctor

Heartfelt
February 26, 2018

An operation to correct a teenager’s heart defect puts Shaun and Dr. Morgan at odds. A new resident’s
experience as a police officer leads him to doubt an imprisoned killer’s motives for wanting to be an
organ donor.

The Good Fight

Day 450
April 15, 2018

A Democratic National Committee consultant, Ruth Eastman, approaches Reddick, Boseman and
Lockhart to develop a confidential impeachment strategy for the DNC against President Trump, leaving
the firm's partners at odds. After an impromptu visit from Colin’s mom, Lucca is left feeling suspicious
of her motives.

Good Girls

Remix
April 30, 2018

In order to save themselves, Beth, Ruby and Annie decide to turn the tables on Rio; but in order to take
him down, they have to get back to basics, and in the process, some of their secrets finally come to
light. Allison Tolman guest stars.

The Good Place

Dance
September 28, 2017

Eleanor keeps discovering the truth, forcing Michael to reboot repeatedly, and as Michael wracks up
hundreds of failed attempts, the Bad Place gets even worse when his coworkers stage a mutiny.

Gotham

Let Them Eat Pie
November 16, 2017

Professor Pyg continues to torment Gotham city, involving Jim Gordon whenever possible. Sofia and
Penguin get ready for a fundraiser for the orphanage, and things don't go as planned when Professor
Pyg shows up as the chef. Meanwhile, Bruce's partying gets in the way of his relationship with Alfred.

Grace And Frankie

The Expiration Date
January 19, 2018

Grace fears her relationship has reached its expiration date. Frankie faces an existential crisis when she
learns she's been declared legally dead.



Greenleaf

The Pearl
September 27, 2017

The tensions in Zora and Isaiah's relationship come to a head at the Cotillion. Lady Mae makes an
overture of peace to Mavis and the result is a revelation that sends Mae into a tailspin.

grown-ish

Erase Your Social
February 05, 2018

Zoey lands the internship of her dreams but her reputation and job are on the line when she
accidentally leaks classified information.

Happy!

Destroyer Of Worlds
January 24, 2018

Finally reunited, Sax and Happy make one last push to save Hailey while Amanda pursues a dangerous
lead all by herself and Blue and Isabella come to blows over a dark family secret.

Harry & Meghan: A Royal Romance

May 13, 2018

Chronicling the courtship and love story between a beloved prince and his new fiancée, the film
examines the history of Prince Harry and Meghan Markle from the moment they met, through their
initial courtship and ultimately the intense global media attention surrounding their relationship.

Haters Back Off!

Modelling At The Hospital
October 20, 2017

A trip to the hospital gives Uncle Jim a twisted new idea for his line of Miranda merchandise. Emily
makes a selfless offer.

High Maintenance

Derech
February 09, 2018

An ex-Hasidic man explores the world outside his sect as he connects with a writer who may have
ulterior motives. A nightclub performer’s night out takes an unexpected turn. The Guy bonds with
Abdullah, a driver, when he finds himself in need of a lift.

Homeland

Like Bad At Things
March 04, 2018

Wellington confesses to Keane that he authorized the airstrike. Maggie makes Carrie take her new
medication. Carrie links Simone to McClendon’s death. When a boy from the farm is shot by the FBI and
his death is falsely reported, the Lucasville standoff turns into a massacre and O’Keefe is arrested.



How To Get Away With Murder

Lahey v. Commonwealth Of Pennsylvania
March 01, 2018

As Annalise’s class-action case hangs in the balance, a meeting with the esteemed Washington D.C.
fixer, Olivia Pope, proves to be crucial in getting the opportunity to argue her case in the nation’s
highest court.

ICE

It All Comes To This
May 30, 2018

A diamond family travels to Cape Town to auction the Anastasia stone to salvage their family business.

Insecure

Hella Questions
July 30, 2017

Issa tries to make sense of a cryptic encounter; Lawrence considers crucial decisions; after receiving
some harsh truths, Molly plots to join the office "boys club"; Issa and Freida encounter a problematic
vice principal.

Instinct

Live
June 17, 2018

Dylan and Lizzie are on the hunt for a film maker who uses the Steampunk aesthetic as the backdrop for
his snuff films.

Killing Eve

I'll Deal With Him Later
April 15, 2018

After her recent assignment, Villanelle is ordered to take a break. Never one to do as she’s told, she
goes ahead with her next mission regardless. Meanwhile, Eve is given a dream opportunity to join a
secret MI6 unit tracking Villanelle and the shady organization she works for.

LA To Vegas

Bernard's Birthday
March 27, 2018

At Bernard's Bible-themed birthday party, Ronnie is jealous when Colin flirts with a woman who looks
like his ex-wife; Nichole tries to prevent her mom from discovering that she's a stripper.

Lady Dynamite

Little Manila
November 10, 2017

When the plans for Maria's second wedding hit a snag, her new friends in the Filipino community step in
to throw her an unforgettable party.



The Last Man On Earth

M.U.B.A.R
October 01, 2017

Season Four premiere. Tandy and the group set sail for Mexico to avoid the nuclear fallout. Featuring
guest star Kristen Wiig.

Law & Order True Crime: The Menendez Murders

Episode 5
September 26, 2017

A heightened level of public scrutiny emerges when Judge Weisberg allows the proceedings to be
broadcast on television; the questionable ethics and motives of a star witness threaten his credibility;
Leslie struggles with personal demons.

Loaded

The Red List
August 21, 2017

Josh accompanies Abi to a business start-up speed-funding event. Watto finds an unlikely soul-mate and
Leon's new closeness to Casey brings about an unlikely revelation.

The Long Road Home

A City Called Heaven
December 05, 2017

Tomas Young learns about the realities of war, beginning a lifelong struggle through which he’ll touch
countless lives.

The Looming Tower

Tuesday
April 11, 2018

The CIA becomes aware that Hazmi and Mihdhar are gone and must relay that to the FBI. O’Neill
accepts a job as head of security at the World Trade Center. Soufan is sent back to Yemen. Hazmi,
Mihdhar and Atta head to Vegas for a final indulgence.

Lucifer

The Angel Of San Bernardino
April 16, 2018

Lucifer and Chloe investigate a murder where a victim claims a guardian angel saves her life.

Manhunt: Unabomber

UNABOM & Pure Wudder
August 01, 2017

In 1995, FBI profiler Jim Fitzgerald joins the Unabom Task Force, the team charged with hunting the
Unabomber, who has just threatened to blow up a jetliner. Fitz tries to bring new methods of profiling to
the investigation but finds few allies among the old-school agents in the UTF.



Marvel's Agents Of S.H.I.E.L.D.

Orientation: Part 1 and Part 2
December 01, 2017

After being abducted and rendered unconscious, Coulson and the team find themselves trapped on a
strange vessel in space, which is under the control of the Kree.

Marvel's Jessica Jones

AKA I Want Your Cray Cray
March 08, 2018

Flashbacks shed new light on the aftermath of the family's car accident and reveal a painful turning
point in Jessica's adult life.

Marvel's The Punisher

Cold Steel
August 18, 2017

Russo opens up to Madani about his past, Sarah shares her concerns about her son with Frank, and a
decoy operation takes a turn.

McMafia

Episode 3
March 12, 2018

A mysterious figure, who is not all he seems, reaches out to Alex. While Dmitri deals with grief, Oksana
learns of a secret that could rock the family.

The Mindy Project

Jeremy And Anna's Meryl Streep Party
October 10, 2017

Jeremy’s hosting a party the office is actually excited for! Adding to the intrigue, Mindy invites a
handsome stranger (Yassir Lester) who has an unexpected interest in Shulman and Associates. Jody
competes with a beautiful doctor (Ana Ortiz) after she steals one of his patients.

Mosaic

Meet Olivia Lake
January 22, 2018

Children’s author Olivia Lake (Sharon Stone) and her friend, JC (Paul Reubens), meet Joel, an aspiring
artist; she decides to mentor him. She offers him lodging and a workspace at her home. Michael and
Tom are interested in buying Olivia’s property, and when she balks, they enlist a con man.

Mozart In The Jungle

Significant Lover
February 16, 2018

After a disastrous night at the NY Symphony, Gloria finds herself in a PR whirlwind, having to re-secure
a major donor. Rodrigo becomes fascinated with the ballet, while Hailey tries to make some professional
connections without his help.



Mr. Robot

eps3.7_dont-delete-me.ko
November 29, 2017

Elliot tries to get ghosted. For what it’s worth, it’s the day of all days.

Narcos

The Kingpin Strategy
September 01, 2017

The Gentlemen of Cali gather their associates together for a big surprise announcement about the
future of their business.

9-1-1

A Whole New You
March 21, 2018

First responders are sent out to assist with a peculiar domestic disturbance, a tragic motorcycle crash
and an urgent situation at a psychic's place.

On My Block

Chapter One
March 16, 2018

As the first day of high school approaches, Monse returns from writing camp to find that Ruby and
Jamal are on the outs with Cesar.

Orange Is The New Black

The Tightening
June 09, 2017

Red senses trouble, but the others are convinced she's just paranoid. Taystee and Black Cindy enlist an
unlikely ally, and two old friends clash.

Orphan Black

To Right The Wrongs Of Many
August 12, 2017

When Sarah, a street-wise woman with a troubled past as an English orphan, witnesses the suicide of
Beth, she decides to steal Beth's identity. But Sarah eventually learns that Beth was her clone and a
cop, putting Sarah in middle of a deadly conspiracy and making her the new target.

Ozark

The Toll
July 21, 2017

During his next sermon, Mason falters. Wendy and the kids are caught trying to flee their home. Marty
brokers a deal between Jacob and Del.



Paterno

April 07, 2018

In the aftermath of the Jerry Sandusky sexual abuse scandal, Joe Paterno, the winningest coach in
college football history finds his legacy challenged and is forced to confront questions of personal
culpability and institutional failure in regard to the victims.

Preacher

Mumbai Sky Tower
June 26, 2017

Jesse, Tulip, and Cassidy track down a lead from Heaven to find out more about who the Cowboy is and
why he wants to kill them.

The Ranch

My Best Friend
June 16, 2017

The guys wind up in hot water after an ice fishing trip. Beau takes Brenda out to dinner, but Maggie's
not far from his mind.

Ray Donovan

Time Takes A Cigarette
October 29, 2017

Ray goes to New York to arrange an illicit surgery that will hopefully save Smitty. Sam agrees to help,
but only on the condition that Ray commit a brutal act. Daryll struggles with his loyalties as Mickey tries
to get himself out of jail by turning the tables on Ray.

S.W.A.T.

Pilot
November 02, 2017

A locally born and bred S.W.A.T lieutenant is torn between to loyalty the streets and duty to his fellow
officers when he is tasked to run a highly trained unit that is the last stop for solving crime on Los
Angeles. Inspired by the film of the same name.

Santa Clarita Diet

No Family Is Perfect
March 23, 2018

OK, let's see here: Joel's stuck in an asylum, Sheila's chained to a pole, and Abby's on the hunt for
Serbian bile. Yep, sounds about right.

Scandal

Over A Cliff
April 19, 2018

With the existence of B613 exposed to the world, the Gladiators make the ultimate sacrifice in order to
take down Cyrus and Jake – but how far will they go to get justice?



Search Party

Paranoia
December 03, 2017

The gang is invited to Chappaqua where they receive the key to the city for finding Chantal, while a
police woman named Joy begins to uncover their tracks.

Seven Seconds

Bailed Out
February 23, 2018

KJ meets her match in court, Latrice tries to address her grief, and Isaiah struggles to accept new
information about Brenton.

She's Gotta Have It

#NolasChoice (3 DA HARD WAY)
November 23, 2017

Awkward surprises, a bold new work of art and the sweet sounds of Prince turn a holiday feast into an
unforgettable night.

Silicon Valley

Artificial Emotional Intelligence
April 29, 2018

Richard decides to help when Laurie gets in a jam, but his lack of emotional discipline threatens to
backfire on Pied Piper. Gavin tries to make a deal with a stubborn partner while abroad. Dinesh relishes
a rare win. Jared bonds with a surprising figure.

The Sinner

Part I
August 02, 2017

An unassuming housewife violently stabs a beachgoer to death sparking an investigation by local police
and sudden confusion in a small town.

SMILF

Run, Bridgette, Run Or Forty-Eight Burnt Cupcakes & Graveyard Rum
December 03, 2017

Three separate scenarios play out for Bridge on Father's Day as she grapples with choosing different
paths to forgive Rafi for baptizing Larry.

Stan Against Evil

Curse Of The Werepony
November 08, 2017

When Evie’s ex-husband buys a pony for their daughter, Evie discovers having a horse can be deadly.



Step Up: High Water

Episode 1
January 13, 2018

After their mother is arrested, twins Janelle and Tal are sent to live with their Uncle Al in Atlanta.
Janelle learns about a performing arts school, High Water, in their new neighborhood, which may just
change everything.

Sweetbitter

Now Your Tongue Is Coded
May 13, 2018

When Tess forgets her wallet at the restaurant, she goes back to discover what happens after-hours:
shift drinks. As Tess sips her wine, Simone teaches her about the coding of our tongues: sweet, salty,
sour, bitter, leading Tess to become even more enthralled by Simone.

The Tale

May 26, 2018

Revisiting a story she wrote at thirteen, a documentary filmmaker (Laura Dern) faces life- altering
questions about her first sexual experience and the elusive nature of memory. THE TALE is Jennifer
Fox’s personal memoir examining the journey from denial to truth—and the stories we tell ourselves to
survive.

13 Reasons Why

Bye
May 18, 2018

One month later, Hannah's loved ones celebrate her life and find comfort in each other. Meanwhile, a
brutal assault pushes one student over the edge.

This Close

What Happened to Us?
March 15, 2018

In the aftermath of the fight, Kate learns Danny’s secret, but his attempt to surprise her with a last-
minute engagement party leads to bigger problems and puts Kate and Michael’s friendship on thin ice.

This Is Us

The Wedding
March 13, 2018

Season finale. It's Kate and Toby's wedding! Wedding planners Kevin and Randall struggle to pull off the
big day; Kate is flooded with memories of Jack; Deja struggles to adjust to her new living situation.

Top Of The Lake: China Girl

China Girl
September 10, 2017

When the body of an Asian girl washes up on Bondi Beach, there appears little hope of finding the killer,
until Robin realizes “China Girl” didn’t die alone.



Transparent

I Never Promised You A Promised Land
September 22, 2017

The family convenes for an unusual vacation and encounters a tribe of long-lost Pfeffermans. Ali pulls
away from the rest of the family as her political convictions drive her to challenge the binary.

Twin Peaks

Part 9
July 09, 2017

This is the chair.

Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt

Kimmy And The Beest!
May 30, 2018

Titus directs his middle-school students in a musical that is, for legal reasons, called “Beaudy an’ the
Beest”. Lillian and Jacqueline concoct a scheme to make a quick buck selling tickets to the show. Kimmy
confronts men’s rights activist Fran Dodd (Bobby Moynihan).

Unsolved: The Murders Of Tupac And The Notorious B.I.G.

Take Your Best Shot
March 20, 2018

The Task Force tracks down a person of interest. After Poole is put on a new case, Miller interviews
Biggie’s widow. Tupac faces legal trouble and goes to record at Quad Studios in New York.

Vida

Episode 104
May 27, 2018

Lyn escapes the Eastside while market research in the neighborhood leads Emma to open an old wound.
Mari is publicly humiliated by someone she trusted.

The Walking Dead

Some Guy
November 12, 2017

A new weapon in the Savior arsenal proves to be a giant hurdle as fighting continues between Rick’s
forces and those of the Saviors.

Will & Grace

A Gay Olde Christmas
December 05, 2017

Will (Eric McCormack), Grace (Debra Messing), Karen (Megan Mullally), and Jack (Sean Hayes) wish
they could have experienced Christmas in old New York City, but realize the past was not quite as
romantic -- or open to diversity -- as they pictured it. Leslie Jordan guest stars.



The X-Files

Lost Art Of Forehead Sweat
January 24, 2018

Mulder and Scully explore the Mandela effect thru Reggie who claims someone is trying to erase him.
The "they" Reggie refers to is a memory manipulating scientist. Mulder and Scully may find the origin of
the X-Files in this episode.

Younger

Post Truth
June 28, 2017

Liza deals with the aftermath of coming clean with Kelsey, and Charles tests their synchronicity. Kelsey
and Josh become unlikely allies.

End of Category



Outstanding Costumes For Variety, Nonfiction Or Reality Programming

At Home With Amy Sedaris

Out Of This World
December 05, 2017

Amy blasts the show into the stratosphere. But before the launch into outer space, she receives tips
from a real-life astronaut and Patty Hogg prepares a recipe from the beyond – a salad from the future.
Amy then jets to the cosmos and shares moon cheese with new alien friends. [Segments/costumes
entrant(s) were responsible for: all]

Barbra: The Music... The Mem'ries... The Magic!

November 22, 2017

Barbra Streisand culminates her 13-city tour in Miami with ballads, Broadway standards and stories
from behind the scenes. [Segments/costumes entrant(s) were responsible for: Barbra's costumes]

Carpool Karaoke Primetime Special 2018

April 23, 2018

James Corden’s annual Primetime Special, featuring a brand new Carpool Karaoke with Christina
Aguilera (and special guest Melissa McCarthy), a “Sound of Music” Crosswalk: the Musical with Allison
Janney, Anna Faris, Kunal Nayyar and Iain Armitage, as well as highlights from the last year.
[Segments/costumes entrant(s) were responsible for: all]

A Christmas Story Live!

December 17, 2017

Ralphie Parker spends most of his time dodging a bully and dreaming of his ideal Christmas gift, a "Red
Ryder air rifle." Frequently at odds with his cranky dad but comforted by his doting mother, Ralphie
struggles to make it to Christmas Day with his glasses and his hopes intact. [Segments/costumes
entrant(s) were responsible for: all]

CONAN

Episode 1095
October 31, 2017

Halloween episode hosted by Conan O'Brien. Featuring Butterscotch the Clown’s Halloween plans and
the commercial parody, “Demon Throat." [Segments/costumes entrant(s) were responsible for: the
host's and cohost's wardrobe, Butterscotch the Clown live sketch, and the commercial parody included
in the episode]

The Daily Show With Trevor Noah

The Daily Show's The Yearly Show 2017
December 18, 2017

Trevor and the World's Fakest Newsteam hit the Gramercy Theatre to look back at the biggest events of
2017 in news, sports and pop culture. [Segments/costumes entrant(s) were responsible for: all]



Dancing With The Stars

Disney Night
October 16, 2017

The 10 remaining celebrities transform into some of the most magical characters from their favorite
Disney films and celebrate the magnificence of Disney Night. Each couple dances to songs from beloved
Disney films, performing a Viennese waltz, Argentine tango, foxtrot, quickstep, jazz, rumba, or waltz.
[Segments/costumes entrant(s) were responsible for: pro and celebrity dancers; dance troupe]

Drunk History

Civil Rights
February 20, 2018

A tribute to the women that fought for suffrage. In Birmingham, children march for civil rights, and a
look into disability rights. [Segments/costumes entrant(s) were responsible for: re-enactments]

Good Mythical Morning With Rhett & Link

Tinder: The Musical Ft. Rachel Bloom
January 15, 2018

In this episode of GOOD MYTHICAL MORNING, hosts Rhett & Link, along with guest Rachel Bloom (CRAZY
EX-GIRLFRIEND), turn cringe-worthy Tinder (dating app) chat failures into Broadway-style musical hits.
[Segments/costumes entrant(s) were responsible for: all costumes worn by Rachel Bloom]

Gwen Stefani's You Make It Feel Like Christmas

December 12, 2017

GWEN STEFANI'S YOU MAKE IT FEEL LIKE CHRISTMAS is a modern take on the traditional Christmas
specials that we all grew up with and love. Featuring musical performances and fun holiday sketches,
this one-hour primetime special captures Stefani's infectious spirit and iconic style.
[Segments/costumes entrant(s) were responsible for: everyone in the show apart from Seth MacFarlane
and NeYo]

$100,000 Pyramid

Leslie Jones vs LL Cool J, Tom Bergeron vs. Jennifer Nettles
June 11, 2017

Celebrity battles include actress Leslie Jones vs. rapper and actor LL Cool J, and TV personality Tom
Bergeron vs. country music star Jennifer Nettles. [Segments/costumes entrant(s) were responsible for:
host, contestants and celebrity guests]

Jesus Christ Superstar Live In Concert

April 01, 2018

JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR aired live Easter Sunday as a concert staging of Tim Rice and Andrew Lloyd
Webber's rock musical, starring John Legend as Jesus Christ, Sara Bareilles as Mary Magdalene, Brandon
Victor Dixon as Judas and Alice Cooper as King Herod. [Segments/costumes entrant(s) were responsible
for: all]



The Jim Jefferies Show

Criminal Injustice
June 20, 2017

Jim reacts to Bill Cosby's mistrial, chats with Azerbaijani Ambassador to the U.S. Elin Suleymanov and
weighs in on the prevalence of capital punishment in the U.S. [Segments/costumes entrant(s) were
responsible for: host, Brad Pitt as the "Weatherman"]

Jimmy Kimmel Live!

Jimmy's Birthday Show
November 13, 2017

Jimmy rings in his 50th birthday with the help of tons of surprise celebrity guests including Adam
Sandler, Huey Lewis, Ray Romano, Ben Affleck, JJ Abrams, Jennifer Aniston, Matt Damon, Zach
Galifianakis, Jason Bateman, Will Arnett, Jon Hamm, Shaq, Ty Burrell, Billy Crudup, Jake Tapper and
Wanda Sykes. [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible for: all]

Late Night With Seth Meyers

Episode 0649
February 08, 2018

This episode starts with a Closer Look at Russia. Guests are Holly Hunter, Jason Jones, and a
performance from “Once on this Island.” The centerpiece is “Newspaper Movie” a period film parody of
The Post and Spotlight featuring Seth Meyers and crew as several 1970s feathered-haired archetypes.
[Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible for: host, the 8G Band, and the entire cast of
"Newspaper Movie"]

The Late Show With Stephen Colbert

Episode 462
December 15, 2017

In a SILENCE OF THE LAMBS Cold Open, Clarice (Jodie Foster) has some questions regarding Robert
Mueller's probe into Trump's ties to Russia directed toward Hannibal Lecter (Colbert); Run The Jewels
and Stephen get into the holiday spirit with a not-so-family-friendly carol. Guests: Jodie Foster, Tom
Hanks, Run the Jewels [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible for: host, band, Christmas
Music Video sketch]

The Legend Of Boo-kini Bottom (SpongeBob SquarePants)

October 13, 2017

It’s Halloween, and SpongeBob SquarePants is afraid to participate in the festivities until he’s reminded:
scary equals funny! He takes the statement to heart and laughs his way through Halloween, to the
displeasure of the Flying Dutchman, who invites SpongeBob onto his ship to show him what scary really
means. [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible for: all]

Lip Sync Battle

Lip Sync Battle Live: A Michael Jackson Celebration
January 18, 2018

This live, one-hour episode of LIP SYNC BATTLE features performances by Neil Patrick Harris, Hailee
Steinfeld, Taraji P. Henson and Laverne Cox showcasing some of Michael Jackson's greatest hits. The
series is hosted by LL COOL J with colorful commentary by Chrissy Teigen. [Segments/costumes the
entrant(s) were responsible for: all except host and commentator]



Little Big Shots

Third Time's A Charm
March 18, 2018

The Season 3 premiere features an amazing group of kids including a 4-year-old that sings Frank Sinatra
songs, a talented 9-year-old bubble artist from Germany, a 7-year-old math genius, a 5-year-old who can
recite John F. Kennedy's inaugural address, a 10-year-old contortionist and a 12-year-old gospel singer.
[Segments/costumes entrant(s) were responsible for: all]

The Magical Wand Chase: A Sesame Street Special

November 11, 2017

While taking her friends on a magical hot air balloon, Abby Cadabby loses her wand to a curious bird
(voiced by Elizabeth Banks). While chasing the bird, they visit new neighborhoods, and discover new
foods, music and languages – learning that kindness is universal and friends can be found anywhere.
[Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible for: all of the human costumes, not the Puppet
costumes]

The Men Who Built America: Frontiersmen

Into The Wilderness
March 07, 2018

The Revolution begins, and the outbreak of war spreads beyond the colonies into the remote frontier;
Daniel Boone's life-or-death struggle for the future of his settlement becomes a fight for the future of
America. [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible for: reenactments only]

Night Of Too Many Stars: America Unites For Autism Programs

November 18, 2017

Jon Stewart hosts comedy all-stars fundraising for autism schools and services through unique auctions,
sketches, stand-up and music. Featuring Chris Rock, Stephen Colbert, Samantha Bee, John Oliver, Olivia
Munn, Adam Sandler, Robert DeNiro, Ben Stiller, Abbi Jacobson, Ilana Glazer, John Mulaney, Michelle
Wolf, Hasan Minhaj, Carly Fleishmann and many more. [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were
responsible for: host and costumes in the sketches]

90’s House

The One With The Big Finale
November 17, 2017

It's down to the final three housemates who must each deliver a show- stopping performance in front of
a live audience to determine who will take home the $90,000. [Segments/costumes entrant(s) were
responsible for: contestant finale looks, the finale looks for Lance Bass and Christina Milian]

The Oscars

March 04, 2018

A three-and-a-half hour global broadcast, honoring actors and filmmakers, hosted by Jimmy Kimmel,
televised in the U.S. and more than 100 countries from Austria to Uruguay, featuring 24 awards from
sound editing to best picture. [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible for: “This Is Me,”
"Mighty River” and "Remember Me” nominated song performances. The entrants did not costume the
principle performers in these numbers.]



Pope: The Most Powerful Man In History

A Church Divided
April 01, 2018

Following the excess and scandal of the Renaissance era, the papacy looks to reclaim its sense of
morality and leadership. Men like Martin Luther and Henry VIII begin to question the previously absolute
power of the papacy and initiate a splintering of what was once a universal church. [Segments/costumes
the entrant(s) were responsible for: all recreation footage. This does not include interviews or modern
news footage.]

Portlandia

Riot Spray
January 18, 2018

Spyke gets his old band back together. Podcasters investigate a police station. Candace brings Toni to
her childhood summer home. Brendan & Michelle consider buying a van. [Segments/costumes the
entrant(s) were responsible for: all]

The President Show

Halloween
October 26, 2017

Donald J. Trump, played by Anthony Atamanuik, hosts a free-wheeling late-night show direct from the
Oval Office, where he’s joined by his straight-laced sidekick, Vice President Mike Pence (Peter Grosz).
[Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible for: all]

The Rundown With Robin Thede

Episode 108
December 07, 2017

We celebrate Time's People of the Year, Atlanta's new mayor, and one news anchor's savage clapback.
Plus, Robin looks back on an early star of stage and screen. [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were
responsible for: host and cast members in skits]

RuPaul's Drag Race

10s Across The Board
March 22, 2018

Christina Aguilera stunts on the mainstage. Plus, fan favorite queens from the past decade of DRAG
RACE return as 14 new queens compete to become America’s Next Drag Superstar and win $100,000.
The first challenge is to create million dollar looks from thrift store supplies. [Segments/costumes the
entrant(s) were responsible for: RuPaul's gowns]

Saturday Night Live

Host: Natalie Portman
February 03, 2018

Natalie returns and makes a second rap video about what happened in her life since the first one.
Parodies include "Fox & Friends"' the Revolutionary War and Nickelodeon Kid's Choice Awards. Melanie
Trump is visited by ghosts of former First Ladies. Two live performances by Dua Lipa.
[Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible for: all]



So You Think You Can Dance

Episode 15 - The Finale
September 25, 2017

The final four of "SYTYCD"- Season 14, took the stage for the last time to perform with their peers and
ten All-Star partners before finding out which of them was bestowed the title of America's favorite
dancer. [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible for: all costumes for show contestants,
excluding host and judges]

The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon

Episode 0788
December 12, 2017

THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING JIMMY FALLON invited Annette Bening and Judd Apatow as guests.
Jimmy and friends parodied "Riverdale" with "Peanuts" featuring the cast of "Riverdale". Jimmy gave
away custom Christmas Sweaters in our 12 Days of Christmas Sweaters audience giveaway. Plus,
musical guest SZA performed "Supermodel". [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible for:
host, house band, Christmas Sweaters segment, and Peanuts Sketch segment]

Tracey Ullman's Show

Episode 1
October 20, 2017

Season premiere. Dame Judi Dench is finally apprehended, but will being a national treasure be enough
to get her off the hook? Other sketches include a workaholic Clare Balding, Angela Merkel grieving
Brexit and Nicola Sturgeon kidnapping JK Rowling. [Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible
for: all]

The Voice

Live Finale, Part 2
December 19, 2017

It's the moment America and the Top 4 - Addison, Chloe, Red and Brooke - have been waiting for: THE
VOICE Season 13 winner is revealed! Plus, Season 12 winner Chris Blue debuts his new single.
[Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible for: “SEXIEST MAN ALIVE” jacket for Blake
Shelton, all costumes worn by contestants, dancers, house band, Chris Weaver aka “Nedra Bell’, Jan
Sport, Rosé, and Lagoona Bloo]

World Of Dance

Divisional Finals
August 01, 2017

In the Divisional Final, the 2 remaining acts in each division (Team Division, Upper Division and Junior
Division) square off, with only one act going to the World Final to represent their division.
[Segments/costumes the entrant(s) were responsible for: all contestants, excluding host and judges]

End of Category


